Unite! open science summer school:
Creating a European open science and innovation university

June 07-09, 2022

Programme

Task 6.4 - WP6
At a glance:

- New digital technologies and tools, together with new open physical and digital infrastructures, have disrupted the openness of the institution of open science in universities and are remodelling their science and innovation practices, cognitive norms, and processes as well as challenging their existing cultures, missions, and policies.

- Unite! open science summer school will allow Unite! Universities to explore emerging perspectives about new open science practices, principles and goals. This pilot experience will be a radical creative event to foster Unite!’s open science community.

- This open science summer school will contribute to the advancement of the strategic objectives set up in Unite!’s open science and innovation roadmap.

- WP6’s team will move forward with the co-creation of a European open science and innovation University, with the advancement of Unite!

Day 1

- **What?** Team building session, co-creation workshop, open science coffee, open science square and walk&talk.
- **When?** Tuesday, 7 June, 9:30 – 17:30 (Helsinki time)

Day 2

- **What?** Exploration, open science coffee, co-creation workshop, and cooking open science workshop.
- **When?** Wednesday, 8 June, 9:30 – 17:30 (Helsinki time)

- **What?** Open science summer school dinner.
- **When?** Wednesday, 8 June, 19:30 (Helsinki time)

Day 3

- **What?** Exploration, open science coffee and open science square.
- **When?** Thursday, 9 June, 9:00 - 14:30 (Helsinki time)

Organisers contact information:

Rubén Vicente Sáez ([ruben.vicente-saez@aalto.fi](mailto:ruben.vicente-saez@aalto.fi)) +358 50 3251920

Antti Rousi ([antti.m.rousi@aalto.fi](mailto:antti.m.rousi@aalto.fi)) +358 50 3790670

Suvi Lavinto ([suvi.lavinto@aalto.fi](mailto:suvi.lavinto@aalto.fi)) +358 50 3615568
DAY 1, Tuesday, 7 June

Day 1. Meeting point: Dipoli entrance hall

09:30 – 10:00 Welcome and goals of the open science summer school: Let’s Unite!

10:00 – 10:45 Open science coffee: The case of Aalto’s Open Science and ACRIS Unit

Anne Sunikka and Enrico Glerean

(Location: Dipoli, Room 1.073 Poli)

10:45 – 12:15 Co-creation workshop: Handbookthon for D6.2

Rubén Vicente Sáez

(Location: Dipoli, Room 1.073 Poli)

12:15 – 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 – 14:15 Open science square: Best practices on publishing open science training on social media

Charlotte Forsgård

(Location: Harald Herlin Learning Centre, Room 229 Gustaf)
14:15 – 14:30 Break

14:30 – 17:30 Walk & talk: Fostering Unite!'s open science community

- By exploring the nearby Laajalahti nature reserve by foot, this walk and talk will be a good opportunity to explore, exchange and network among team members how open science support services for research communities are being promoted and articulated in each partner university. For preparing to this session, each partner will prepare a presentation (max. 10 min).

DAY 2, Wednesday, 8 June

09:20 - Day 2. Meeting point: Metro exit A - Aalto University

09:30 – 12:00 Towards an open university campus: Exploration of Aalto’s infrastructure for open learning, science and innovation

Visits to Biofilia, Design Factory, Harald Learning Centre, Vare and School of Business.

12:00 – 13:00 Lunch break

13:15 – 14:15 Open science coffee: Aalto’s academic entrepreneurs

Kamyar Hasanzadeh, Mika Jalava and Jan Vornhagen

(Location for the afternoon sessions: Donor’s Lounge Aalto University)
14:15 – 15:00 Co-creation workshop: Creating a high impact European open science and innovation University

Rubén Vicente Sáez

15:00 – 15:15 Break

15:15 – 15:30 Open science coffee: Aalto Online Learning

Tomi Kauppinen

15:30 – 17:30 Cooking open science workshop: Deconstructing science by cooking

Rubén Vicente Sáez

19:30 Unite! open science summer school dinner

DAY 3, Thursday, 9 June

8:50 - Day 3. Meeting point: Oodi hall entrance

09:00 – 10:45 Towards an open society: Exploration of Helsinki’s city Central Library Oodi

Sanna Huttunen
11:15 – 12:00 Open science coffee: The case of the Finnish Declaration for Open Science and Research 2020-2025 - Secretariat for Open Science and Research, Finland

Henriikka Mustajoki

(Location: Aalto EE, Room A309)

12:00-13:00 Lunch break


Rubén Vicente Sáez

(Location: Surprise)

14:15 – 14:30 Wrap up and next steps
Practical information: how to get to Aalto University?


From the airport to the city centre: about 30 min by train or taxi

- By Train
  
  The fastest and most convenient option is the P and I train line. Cost: 4,60 € from ticket machine and HSL mobile app directly
  
- By Taxi
  
  Leaves from outside Terminal. Cost approx: 40 €

From the city centre to Aalto University?

By metro (Stop: Aalto University)

- The metro stops at Aalto University. Buy the metro ticket (regional) beforehand from the ticket machines or use the HSL app. The metro stops in Helsinki, e.g., at the railway station and the Kamppi bus station. At the Aalto University metro station exit by Otaniemietie/Otnäsvägen route.
- Walking directions from the metro station (see https://www.aalto.fi/en/campus/campus-maps-addresses-and-getting-to-otaniemi

By bus

Helsinki Region Transport (HSL) has many bus routes between Helsinki and Otaniemi. Please, visit HSL website for detailed timetables. Direct buses between Helsinki and Otaniemi are, e.g., numbers 102 and 103 (and their slower versions 102T and 103T). And they leave from Kamppi bus station in Helsinki.

The journey from Helsinki takes some 10–25 minutes depending on the chosen route and traffic. Single tickets can be bought beforehand from ticket machines or from the driver (regional ticket) or use the HSL app).

Some stops in Otaniemi (see map):

For more information about the buildings in Otaniemi, please see https://www.aalto.fi/en/campus/campus-maps-addresses-and-getting-to-otaniemi